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ANNEXURE 3 OF THE ASA CONSTITUTION 
 
 

 

 
 

 

ASA DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 2019 – 2024 
(ASA APPROVED BY ASA COUNCIL IN 2018) 

 
 
 

ASA DEVELOPMENT IS DEFINED AS: 
 

1. The systematic use of scientific and technical knowledge 
to meet specific objectives or requirements of ASA  
 

2. An extension of the theoretical or practical aspects of a 
concept, design, discovery, or invention.  

 
3. The process of economic and social transformation that 

is based on complex cultural and environmental factors 
and their interactions.  

 
4. The process of adding improvements partially, 

selectively or collectively to stimulate growth in athletics 
 

  

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/systematic.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/technical.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/knowledge.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/requirements.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/extension.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/practical.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/concept.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/design.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/discovery.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/invention.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/process.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/transformation.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/complex.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/environmental-factors.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/process.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/improvements.html
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REFOCUSING THE ASA DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 
 
PREAMBLE 
 

1.1 This annexure to the ASA Constitution will serve as the official ASA Development Strategy for 
the period 2019 – 2024, as adopted by the ASA Council in 2018. 
 

1.2 The ASA Development Strategy will serve as the official feeder of the SASCOC OPEX 
Programme in preparation for the 2024 Olympic Games, and will serve as the official 
strategy to SRSA in their programmes of development, capacitating and empowerment of 
athletics in South Africa. 
 

1.3 This ASA Development Strategy is applicable to any individual, institution or representative 
structure defined in the ASA Constitution. 
 

1.4 This Development Strategy will be a prerequisite for any employee, individual, institution or 
representative structure defined in the ASA Constitution to become a member of ASA. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Prior to 1992, the time the South African population was fragmented and splinter groups governed 
a segregated athletics community. Under the guidance of the IAAF, a unified structure called 
Athletics South Africa (ASA) was formed.  
 
The first ASA Development Strategy has been introduced soon after ASA was founded in 1992 to 
give direction on how the various splinter groups can take hands in building a strong athletics 
structure that can service all communities in South Africa.  
 
The ASA Development Strategy was again updated in 2008 to give further direction on how South 
Africa can grow as a united nation that can stand tall in the world of athletics. 
 
In 2018 it became clear that ASA need to refocus the ASA Development Strategy again, to align 
ASA with the latest technologies, services and resources available to ASA.   
 
As background, during the past 4 years Athletics South Africa has experienced phenomenal growth 
both in the volume of participation as well as in the quality of the achievements. It is important 
that ASA refocus its development strategy to sustain a continuous growth in athletics.  
 
Growth in athletics is most likely to take place in areas where little or no exposure took place in 
the past. This business principle has very little to do with the political term “affirmative action”. 
Focusing on underdeveloped areas to stimulate growth is a sound strategic business principle. 
 
The three main objectives of the ASA Development Strategy therefore are: 
 
1. To level the “playing field” between advantaged and disadvantaged communities through 

development programmes, which are biased to the disadvantaged communities, without 
excluding the advantaged and developed communities. 

2. To identify new talent in the disadvantaged and underdeveloped communities.  
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3. To, raise the standard of athletics coaching, officiating and administration in the disadvantaged 
and underdeveloped communities to support and maximize the expected growth. 

 
Although we are still a long way away from a normalised athletics culture in South Africa, the ASA 
Talent Identification Programme has succeeded in capturing the imagination of the general public.  
 
The standard of athletics in the disadvantaged and underdeveloped communities rose at an 
astonishing pace during the last 4 years. This is very evident in the amount of medals that were 
won by athletes from previously disadvantaged communities during the various ASA National 
Championships the past 4 years.  
 
Many youth and junior athletes from previously disadvantaged communities are currently rated in 
both the ASA Youth and Junior Top Ten (10) Ranking List and the IAAF World Top thirty (30) 
Ranking lists.  
 
As a point of clarity, the amount of athletes, as well as the demographics there-off, ranked on the 
ASA and IAAF Ranking Lists is an indicator (barometer) of what successes are to be expected at 
future international events such as the IAAF World Championships and Olympic Games.  
 
Currently ASA has more than 200 athletes on its preparation squads. Many more athletes with the 
potential to become medal winners are not on the preparation squads due to financial constraints. 
It is therefore important that provincial and district academies must be used as part of ASA’s 
preparation strategy to increase the pool of athletes on the ASA Preparation Squads. 
 
All these athletes on ASA Preparation Squads and their personal coaches must be monitored and 
assisted on a regular basis.  
 
To ensure that the performance level of these athletes keep on raising, requires specialised 
attention; and can only be provided by running an ASA Development Department at National and 
Provincial Level, that has a specific focus on the development of athletes and the support 
structures such as Coaching Structures, Technical Officiating Structures and an Excellence 
Structure. 
 
Lastly, but most importantly, the Track & Field; Road Running and Cross Country (Off-Road) 
Commissions will have to be tasked with hosting a series of quality competitions, that can serve as 
platform to develop Athletes, Coaches, Technical Officials, Administrators and Team Management.  
 
The quality competitions will also serve as opportunity to engage partners and sponsors to invest 
in the hosting of these events, and in doing so, generate income for ASA to fund the ASA 
Development Department.  
 
Stable income from other partners such as SRSA and NLC also needs to be secured to fund the ASA 
Development Department in implementing a successful Talent Identification Programme.   
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 
 

1. AAG: All Africa Games – A multi-coded event and one of three multi-code team events in 
preparation for the Olympic Games. The Commonwealth Games and Zone 5 Games are the 
other events  used to prepare for the Olympic Games 

2. ASA: Athletics South Africa – the custodian of all athletics in South Africa and organize the ASA 
National Championships in all disciplines of athletics 

3. CAA: Confederation of African Athletics represent the 54 countries in Africa and organize the 
African Championships in all disciplines of athletics 

4. CAASR5:  Confederation of African Athletics Southern Region 5 (Zone 5) represents the 15 
countries at the southern tip of the African continent. The countries are Angola, Botswana, 
Democratic Republic of Congo, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, 
Namibia, Reunion, Seychelles, South Africa, Swaziland, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. The CAASR5 
organize the CAASR5 Regional Athletics Championships in all disciplines of athletics 

5. CGA: Commonwealth Games Association represent 53 countries and organize multi-code 
events for the member countries of the Commonwealth 

6. Commonwealth Youth Games – Cater for athletes in the age group 16 – 17 years of age and is 
an initiative of the CGA 

7. IAAF: International Association of Athletics Federations consist of 214 countries and is the 
custodian of global athletics, and organize the IAAF World Championships 

8. IOC: International Olympic Committee is the custodian of all Olympic sporting codes globally 
and organize the Olympic Games 

9. LOC: Local Organizing Committee – A panel of local specialists to organize an events e.g. a 
competition.   

10. O.G.: Olympic Games 
11. OPEC: Operation Excellence – The programme that assists athletes ranked in the top 10 on the 

IAAF World Ranking list and in preparation for the next Olympic Games 
12. PAS: Provincial Academies – Centres of Excellence. The programme that assist athletes ranked 

on the IAAF/ASA Ranking lists and in preparation for the IAAF/CAA Youth, Junior and Senior 
Championships  

13. SAAS: South African Association of Statisticians – Rank athletics performances in a Top 10 
format. Statistics are used by Competition Organizers to invite the best athletes to elite 
competitions. Statistics are also used by Selectors to select teams to represent South Africa.   

14. SASA: South African Schools Athletics – Represent Primary School; High School and  learners 
with special educational needs (LSEN) 

15. SANDF: South African National Defence Force 
16. SAPS: South African Police Services 
17. SASCOC: South African Sport Confederation & Olympic Committee – The custodian of all 

sporting codes in South Africa  
18. SRSA: Sport and Recreation South Africa – The operational office of the Minister of Sport and 

Recreation 
19. USSA: University Sport of South Africa 
20. Youth Olympic Games – Cater for athletes in the age group 16 – 17 years of age and is an 

initiative of the IOC 
21. Zone 5 Games are funded by the governments of the African South Region States. The Zone 5 

Games is a multi-code sport  
22.  Zone 5 Youth Games is a multi-code sport. Note: The target group is 18 – 19myear old athletes 

and differ from the IAAF Youth Age category which target 16 – 17 year old athletes.  
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TAKING CON OUT OF CONFUSION – A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF 
TERMINOLOGY 
 
1. Club member versus non-club member 

 
1.1. Why are you encouraged to become a member of a club? The club is the most basic 

form of organized administration in a community to ensure that the needs of the 
eligible members are catered for. The individual, before affiliating to a club, can grade 
the club on a 1 - 10 scale on what a club should offer a member:  

 
1.1.1. Is the club a registered member of the province? 
1.1.2. Does the club cater for the events you are interested in? 
1.1.3. Does the club have a coach that can assist you with improving your skills level?  
1.1.4. Does the club inform members of competition opportunities? 
1.1.5. Does the club support the athletes during competitions and provide results to 

athletes? 
1.1.6. Does the club communicate with members through newsletters, e-mails, etc.? 
1.1.7. Does the club arrange social events, regular training sessions, etc.?  
1.1.8. Doers the club organize at least one T + F event; OR and/or RR event at provincial 

level per annum? 
1.1.9. Do the club have members representing the club at provincial and national level 

in the events you are interested in? 
1.1.10. Does the club have an incentive and/or award system in place? 

 
1.2. The non-club member will have no, or very little access to all the above 

 
2. Licensed versus unlicensed 

 
2.1. Why are you encouraged to obtain a permanent license? A member can only obtain a 

license from a registered club. A licensed athlete: 
 
2.1.1. Is entitled to participate in any event hosted by the domicile club or province, 

subject to event specific rules and regulations. 
2.1.2. Is entitled to participate in any event hosted by any province registered with 

ASA, and can be selected to represent the province at an ASA National 
Championships, subject to event specific rules and regulations. 

2.1.3. Is entitled to participate in any event hosted by ASA at national level, and can be 
selected to represent South Africa at the IAAF World Championships and Olympic 
Games, subject to event specific rules and regulations. 

2.1.4. Is entitled to participate, as licensed athlete, in any event of a country registered 
with the IAAF, subject to event specific rules and regulations. 

2.1.5. Enjoy conditional medical and death protection while participating in athletics 
2.1.6. Has right to participate and influence governance an strategic actions of ASA and 

its members, subject to ASA procedures, rules and regulations 
2.1.7. Is eligible when not selected for a team to represent the province or South 

Africa, to appeal against such non-selection 
2.1.8. Is eligible to earn an income from athletics and become a professional athlete, 

should you want to make athletics your career.  
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2.1.9. Has the right to participate and treated equally as man and woman 
2.1.10. Has the right to enjoy the sport and all the services and values it provide 
2.1.11. Has the right to participate in a neutral environment free of political, cultural, 

religious or any other form of recrimination  
 

2.2. An unlicensed athlete, has limited access to the above 
 

3. Sport Focus School Versus Academic School 
 
3.1. A Sport Focus School is a school with a strong focus on both academics and extramural 

sport activities e.g. athletics, to develop the learner in a holistic way; and to develop 
valuable life skills in a constructive and focused environment.  
 

3.2. An Academic School has a strong focus on developing the academic skills of a learner, 
but has less or no focus on extramural activities such as athletics. 
  

4. School versus club 
 
4.1. Differentiation must be made between an academic school and a sport focus school. 

(See explanation above).  
4.1.1. A sport focus school will register as a development club, or junior club, with the 

domicile province (see definition of domicile further down), and in doing so, 
assist the athlete in adapting from a social sport environment to striving for 
excellence in sport.   

4.1.2. An academic school may, or may not, have extramural activities, but such sport 
activities in an academic school will focus mainly on the social development of 
the learner. 

 
4.2. Although a club also have a strong focus on the social development of its members, it is 

ideally positioned to groom the athlete to get used to the rules and regulations that 
govern athletics at all levels of excellence. 

 
5. Sport Schools/clubs versus academies 

 
5.1. Sport focus schools and clubs have as primary function to provide the athlete with 

competition opportunities and to guide and support the athlete until the athlete is 
ranked on the ASA Top 10 Ranking List.  
 

5.2. Academies are government, or private funded institutions, which attend to the needs of 
athletes such as medical, scientific dietary, and psychological support, and in doing so, 
assist the athlete, in collaboration with the personal coach, to excel from the ASA Top 
10 ranking list to the IAAF Top 30 Ranking list, and ultimately to win a medal at the 
Olympic Games. 

 
6. Eligibility versus ineligibility 

 
6.1. The term eligibility is a term used in the IAAF and ASA Constitutions and means having 

the right to do or obtain something through satisfaction of the appropriate conditions, 
such as adhering to the ASA Constitution, Rules and Regulations. e.g.: 
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6.1.1. A member only become eligible once a license is obtained. Obtaining a license 

from a club allows the license holder to participate in club activities e.g. to run 
race, serve as office bearer, etc.  

6.1.2. When a club register to a province, the club become eligible participate in all 
provincial activities, e.g. voting right at Council Meetings, participate in provincial 
events, etc. 

6.1.3. When a province register to a ASA, the province become eligible participate in all 
ASA activities, e.g. voting right at Council Meetings, participate in national 
events, etc. 

6.1.4. When an Associate register to an ASA, the Associate become eligible to 
participate in all ASA activities, e.g. voting right at Council Meetings, participate 
in national events, etc. 

6.1.5. Eligibility is obtained on an annual basis.  
 

6.2. Within the context of athletics; anybody irrespective if you are an athletes, coach, 
official or office bearer; will be regarded as ineligible if you are not in possession of a 
license, and will be disqualified to participate in any athletics event under the auspices 
of ASA, including its members 
 

6.3. NB: Only athletes can obtain a temporary license to participate for one competition 
only, with the understanding that the athlete will become a member of ASA as soon as 
possible. A temporary license does not give the athlete access to any of ASA’s 
governance, service or regulatory structures. 

 
7. Domicile 

 
The term domicile in the IAAF and ASA Constitution means: 
 
7.1. Where the athlete stay; to be more specific where the athlete sleep; not work. In the 

case of an athlete that sleeps somewhere else for a fixed term e.g. studying, other than 
at the custodian e.g. parent, the accommodation for the term of studying will be the 
domicile. Note: A fixed term in this context mean a period longer than the duration the 
license were issued to the athlete 
 

7.2. In the case of a club, province e.g. it refers to the legal address and bank account from 
where business is conducted from. 

 
8. Selection Criteria Versus Entry Standards 

 
8.1. The IAAF/ASA normally set Entry Standards for member countries/provinces to limit the 

amount of entries for budget purposes. The amount of athletes entered will impact on 
the budget to fund the competition as it may require more days to host the event which 
result in more overhead expenses such as hiring of equipment, facilities and Officials for 
more days than budgeted for. The IAAF also set entry standards to limit the amount of 
heats in the events, as more heats lead to injury risk, time constraints, and limited 
marketing and spectator value.  
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8.2. ASA will, over and above Entry Standards, also set Qualifying Standards in accordance 
with its objectives set for the Federation to achieve, e.g. to achieve a high ranking on 
the medal tally of the relevant Championships. The qualifying standards will serve as 
guideline to athletes and coaches as to what is required from the athlete to ensure that 
the Federation achieve its set objectives. Qualifying standards and ranking lists also 
serve as objective norms to potential sponsors whom want to sponsor individual 
athletes. 

 
9. Ranking Lists Versus Scoring Tables 

 
9.1. Both the IAAF/ASA maintains ranking lists to identify the best athletes in the 

World/South Africa. It identify athletes with potential represent the Country at the next 
Olympic Games (4-8 years in advance).The ranking lists are primarily used by Athlete 
Representatives and personal sponsors to identify which athletes must be supported 
financially and otherwise. Ranking lists are also used by Competition Organizers of 
exhibition events e.g. IAAF Diamond league or ASA Grand Prix Series to assist them in 
inviting the best athletes in each event. The IAAF and ASA maintain Ranking lists of in 
the age groups youth (16-17 years) junior (18-19 years) and senior (16 years and older) 
 

9.2. Scoring Tables are maintained to assist Administrators and Coached to identify talented 
athletes in age groups where ranking lists are not maintained. The values of scoring 
tables are determined by taking the average 1st, 3rd 5th and 7th positions in finals of 
annual national championships over a period of an Olympic cycle of 4 years. Scoring 
tables generally identifies potential athletes for the National Olympic team 8 to 16 years 
in advance. Scoring Tables are commonly used by SASA which serves as official feeder to 
the ASA Youth and Junior Excellence Programmes. 

 
10. Team entry versus individual entry 

 
10.1. Individual entries are normally allowed in invitational meetings e.g. IAAF Diamond 

league or ASA Grand Prix Meetings. In such cases the individual athletes will participate 
in the event in his/her club clothing. 
 

10.2. Team entries are normally allowed at Championships events e.g. South Africa can enter 
a tam for the IAAF World Championships. The IAAF can invite an individual athlete to 
the IAAF World Championships, on condition that the domicile country approved such 
invitation. Such individual athlete must still participate in the colours of the domicile 
country at the IAAF World Championships. 
 

10.3. In South Africa, a province will enter a team to participate at the ASA National 
Championships. Individual entries will only be accommodated if the province approved 
such entry for the ASA National Championships. Individual athletes participating at a 
National Championships participate in neutral colours, e.g. colours with no branding on. 

 
11. Championships versus Elite Competitions 

 
A Championships are hosted to determine a champion usually for the year or term, e.g. for the 
Olympic Games the champion will remain the champion for 4 years. Elite Competitions are 
hosted to identify new talent, to prepare for a championship, or create spectator and 
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marketing value, etc. 
 
12. ASA Constitution versus ASA Rules and Regulations 

 
The ASA Constitution is a policy document with legal standing and according to which all 
members of ASA adhere too. All actions and decisions of Members are in line with the ASA 
Constitution.  
 
ASA Rules and Regulations elaborate on the Constitutional Clauses, and give more clarity on 
constitutional clauses, but remain subject to the ASA Constitution. 
 

13. Rules versus regulations 
 
Rules are an authoritative statement of what to do or not to do in a specific situation, and tend 
to be specific in its content; while regulations is more descriptive by nature and elaborates or 
provide more detail to a constitutional clauses, to control the way something is done, or the 
way members behave. 
 

14. Office Bearers versus Members 
 
Office Bearers are individuals elected to serve in a position e.g. on the ASA Board, 
Commissions, Committees, etc. An Office Bearer must first become a Member before he/she 
can serve as Office Bearer.  
 
Members are an athlete in possession of an ASA License, or representative structure affiliated 
or associated to ASA e.g. clubs, provinces, etc. 

 
15. Commissions versus Committees 
 

Within the context of athletics, Commissions, excluding the Athletes Commission, are primarily 
responsible for the hosting and governance of competitions e.g. Track and field, Road Running 
and Off-Road Running. The Primary function of the Athletes Commission is to monitor that the 
needs of athletes, in particular elite athletes, are taken care of by the T&F, RR, and OR (CC) 
Commissions. 

 
Committees consist of a panel of specialists in their field of expertize e.g. to train and provide 
Technical Officials for competitions, train and provide coaches to identify and prepare athletes, 
the section of representative teams, etc. 
 

16. Single code sport versus multi-code sport 
 

Athletics is a sport that cater for all event athletics variations in one sport e.g. 100m, 
Marathon, Pole Vault, Shot Put, to name a few, and are therefore referred to as a single code 
sport. The IAAF World Championships is a good example of a single code sport.  

 
Multi-code sport consist of a cluster of single sports e.g. athletics, soccer, netball, and 
swimming, to name a few. The Olympic Games is a good example of a multi-code sport 
institution.   
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17. Affiliate Member versus Associate Member 
 
The ASA Constitution refers to someone whom registered to a club in an ASA Province as an 
Affiliate Member. An individual become registered by obtaining an ASA License from the 
nearest athletics club. A club become an affiliate by registering with the domicile province. 

 
An Associate Member is a multi-code sport structure e.g. University Sport of South Africa 
(USSA) of which only the athletics component of the multi-code sport structure register to ASA 
and adhere to ASA’s Constitution, rules and regulations. Associate Members also register as 
clubs with the ASA domicile province to become eligible.  

 
An Associate Member will also affiliate, over and above their affiliation to a club, also to the 
multi-code structure, which result in the member been defined as an Associate, as the multi-
code, may or may not align with the rules and regulations of the IAAF and ASA. 
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AGE, GENDER AND OTHER TECHNICAL STANDARDS USED IN 
DEVELOPING ATHLETICS 

 
The following age/gender groups are commonly used in athletics administration, and are generally 
referred to as Technical Standards. Technical Standards ensure that the sport is accessible to men 
and women of all age categories. It regulates the imbalances that exist as a result of all athletes 
not been the same gender or age. The Technical Standards contain the following regulation 
factors:  

 
31 Age groups in athletics 
 

The use of age group categories in Athletics is one of the main reasons why the sport is so 
accessible. All ages from as early as a toddler, to a Master Athlete of 100 years and beyond can 
participate in athletics on equal ground.  

 
In athletics all athletes in the same age group will compete against each other, e.g. athletes 
turning 15 this year, will be competing against all other athletes also turning 15 this year.  
 
Also athletes older than 15 years of age will not be allowed to compete against a 15 year old 
athlete in the same race because they are physically, physiologically, and psychologically 
stronger.  

 
The opposite however is true e.g. a 16 year old athlete may participate in a competition for 17 
year old athletes. It is assumed that the 16 year old athlete is weaker than a 17 year old athlete 
and by competing against older athletes he or she will be at a disadvantage.  

 
The range of age groups is broken down in groups identified in the IAAF/ASA Competition 
Rules and Regulations as:  

 
31.3 Senior - 20 years and older (NB: An athlete must be 16 or older to participate in the 

Olympic Games, IAAF World Championships and ASA Senior Championships) 
31.4 Junior - 18-19 years of age in the year of competition (Under 20 years of age) 
31.5 Youth - 16-17 years of age in the year of competition (Under 18 years of age) 
31.6 SASA age groups:  

31.6.2 High Schools – 14; 15; 16; 17; 19 years old in year of competition 
31.6.3 Primary School – 10; 11; 12; 13 years old in year of competition 
31.6.4 Fun Athletics – 5; 6; 7; 8; 9 years old in year of competition 

31.7 Masters Athletics – 5 year categories starting at 35 years on date of birthday 
 

32 Race distances 
 

Due to the athlete’s muscle composition and physical shape, some athletes will be more 
comfortable in participating in events ran over shorter distances, while other athletes will 
enjoy running longer distances.  
 
The races distances vary from the 50m sprint to the 100km and beyond. The athlete who 
prefers to sprint will run the shorter races such as 50m, 100m, 200m, etc.  
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The athlete who prefers endurance type races will run 1500m, 500m, 10000m, marathon, etc. 
 

33 Maximum Races Distances 
 

During the growing phase of the child, the body shape and strength is continuously changing.  
 
The skeleton of a baby consist of soft cartilage at birth and become hard bone only when the 
athlete is an adult.  
 
The cardiovascular system and hormonal systems of the child is not as developed as in the case 
of an adult and the energy systems are not as developed as that of an adult. 
 
To avoid growth disorders in the child, the distances of races are regulated e.g. the 10 year old 
athlete will run a maximum distance 1200m on the track and 5km on the road as appose to the 
10000m on the track and the marathon on the road for senior athletes. 

 
34 Disparities regulations according to age and distance  

 
To protect the growing child from overzealous coaches, parents and administrators, 
disparities (limitations) are defined to ensure that the athlete do not participate in events of 
which the weight or distance of the event are detrimental to the physical, physiological, and 
psychological growth patterns of a child e.g. a 10 year old is not allowed to run against a 17 
year girl in track and field events. Likewise a 10 year old will not be allowed to run the longer 
distances a senior athlete is allowed to run.  

 
35 Gender 
 

Due to the difference between the physical strength and abilities of men and women, separate 
competitions are organized for men and women. In some cases men and women will 
participate in the same event but the results will be recorded individually. 

 
36 Weight categories of implements 
 

Due to the difference in physical strength between men, women and children, the weight of 
the implement in field events varies e.g. in Shot Put the weight will be 7.26kg for men as 
appose to the 4km for women, and 3kg for a 10 year old boy as appose to 7.26kg for men. 

 
37 Height of equipment and distance between equipment 
 

In hurdle races the ideal is for the athlete to run over the hurdles rather than jumping over the 
hurdles and avoid getting injured in the process. The height of athletes varies according to age. 
A child is much shorter than an adult.  

 
To compensate for the difference in height of the athlete, the height of the hurdles, the 
distance between the hurdles, the distance of the total hurdle race and the amount of hurdles 
is regulated according the age of the athlete e.g. a 10 year old boy will run a hurdle race 70m 
long, the height of the hurdles will be 68cm and their will be 8 hurdles in the race and the 
hurdles will be 7m apart.   
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The hurdles race for senior men will be 110m long; the height of the hurdles will be 106cm, 
with 10 hurdles in the race, will be 9.14m apart.   

 
38 The amount of events an athletes is allowed to participate in one day is limited 
 

To protect the growing child from overzealous coaches, parents and administrators, the 
amount of events an athlete can participate in on the same day is limited to ensure that the 
strain competition places on the body of the young child is not detrimental to the physical, 
physiological, and psychological growth patterns of a child e.g. the primary school athletes is 
allowed to participate in only 2 middle and long distance events in one competition. 

 
39 Starting Heights – Vertical Jumps 

 
The capacity of an athlete to execute vertical jumps in one competition is limited to 
approximately 10 – 15 jumps. If no starting heights are set, as many as 30 jumps may be 
required to determine the winner which will be time consuming and not a true reflection of 
the winner’s potential.  
 
To avoid the athletes to be exhausted before the athletes has reach his or her full potential, 
the bar is set at a height that will limit the amount of jumps from the start to the finish of the 
competition e.g. if it is expected that the winner in high jump will reach a height of 2.20m, the 
starting height of high jump will be 1.80m with the bar been raised with 5cm increments after 
each round of participation was completed. 

 
40 Height increments – Vertical Jumps 
 

The capacity of an athlete to execute vertical jumps in one competition is limited to 10 – 15 
jumps. If the cross bar in vertical jumps is raised with too small increments,  as many as 30 
jumps may be required to determine the winner which will be time consuming and not a true 
reflection of the winners potential.  

 
To avoid the athletes to be exhausted before the athletes has reach his or her full potential, 
the height increments will be 3 – 5 cm per round.  

 
The high increments will be determined by the athletes prior to the competition, e.g. if the 
athlete expect to reach a height of 2.20m in the competition, the athlete may ask for a starting 
height of 1.80m. If the bar is reached with 5cm increments, the athlete will reach 2.20m after 8 
jumps. 

 
41 Colour coded equipment 
 

The physical appearance of a 5kg Shot and a 6kg Shot is very similar from a distance as little as 
10m. To ensure that the correct implement is used in the right age category, the implements 
are colour coded e.g. the 5kg Shot is painted green and the 6 kg Shot is painted blue. 

 
42 Consistency in the list of events of a competition 
 

The primary function of a competition is to identify and rate athletes according to their 
performances. Athletes that perform well at entry level will get the opportunity to compete at 
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a higher level of competition.  
 
The events listed in the competitions at lower levels will be determined by the list of events in 
the competition at higher levels e.g. the programme at district level will be similar that the 
programme at Provincial level, e.g. if the 100m for Junior Women will take place in a Regional 
Championship, the competition at the Provincial Championships will also offer 100m for Junior 
Women.  

 
This arrangement is necessary to avoid subjectivity during the selection of teams for the next 
level of competition e.g. if competitions are ran over 50m but at the Championships a race 
over 100m will take place, selectors will have to guess which athlete is most likely to maintain 
speed for the additional 50m in the Championships.  

 
43 Order of Events in a Combined Events Competition 
 

Combined events were the cornerstone of athletics competitions in ancient athletics history. 
Combined events consist of 5, 7, 8 or 10 events depending on the age or gender of the athlete.  

 
To ensure consistency, the order in which the events take place, are regulated e.g. in the 
Pentathlon (5 events) the competition will start with hurdles, followed by Long Jump, High 
Jump and Shot Put and the competition will finish with the 800m race. 

 
44 Cut-off times for distance races 
 

Elite male athletes can run the 42.2km distance of a marathon in less than 2hours 10 minutes. 
An athlete that is not fit can take 5 – 10 hours to finish the marathon. For organizational 
reasons, the following must be taken in consideration:  

 
44.3 The health of the athlete become at risk if the athlete is too long on the road. Due to 

dehydration, exhaustion, sunstroke, etc., organs such as the heart, lungs, kidneys, etc. is 
at great risk to fail as a result of the strain been placed on the body and can put the 
athlete’s life at risk.  

44.4 The winners of the competitions needs to be honoured by awarding them with medals, 
prizes etc. The winners finish the race at least 3 hours faster than the slower runners. If 
the elite athlete has to wait to long for the prize giving, they will not be able to go home 
to recover and recuperate for several hours.  

44.5 The road, on which the race takes place, cannot be closed off for too long. The local 
community will object to this and may lead to the local government refusing permission 
and assistance for future races. 

 
To ensure the smooth running of the event, and to limit the injury and health risks involved in 
running for a too long period of time, a cut of point is effective at the half way mark of 20km 
races and longer e.g. if a Race Organizer allows for 5 hours for a Half Marathon to take place, 
the cut of time at the half way mark will then 2½ hours.  
 
Athletes not at the half way mark 2½ hours after start of the race will not be allowed to 
continue with the race. 
 
In distance longer than a marathon a cut of time will be effective at the finish line as well e.g. 
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if the cut of time at the finish is 10 hours for a race over 80km, any athlete taking longer than 
10 hours to finish the race will not be considered for placing in the race.   

 
45 Starting times of long distance races 
 

Races over long distances can take many hours to complete e.g. a marathon can take up to 6 
hours to complete. If the race takes place in the heat of the day, especially in summer, the 
athlete will experience great discomfort because of the heat and humidity, and there is a 
strong possibility that the athlete will become ill or injured.  
 
The starting time of the race is therefore predetermined to be at times more suitable to 
distance running e.g. at 06:00 in the morning, or 16:00 in the afternoon when the temperature 
and humidity is lower. Under certain conditions, competitions may also take place at night. 
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The various stages of development 

Are reflected in the flow charts 
following; and publications are 

compiled to adhere to the needs of 
the individual athlete at the specific 

level of development 
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 ATHLETICS CULTURE – SASA PRIMARY SCHOOLS 

 

Children up to the age of 10 years are introduced to athletics in this stage. The 
emphasis is on playing. ASA will maintain a manual to empower facilitators and 
participants on how to practice “Fun Athletics”. The “Fun Athletics” manual can be 
downloaded from the ASA website www.athletics.org.za under Coaches and choose 
the option Fun Athletics. 
 
The relationship between ASA and our Associate partner SASA is shown in the flow 
chart. Although ASA/SASA will develop all areas simultaneously, the black arrows 
will indicate where most of the development in this stage of athletics development 
will take place. 

 
 

 AGE GROUPS 
6-10 YEARS 

 

     

      FOCUS ON CULTURE  
& 

CAPACITY BUILDING  

    

     

SRSA  
 ZONAL STRUCTURES 

 
 

SASA  
PRIMARY SCHOOLS 

 
 

ASA PROVINCIAL 
CLUBS  

     

ORGANISE 
FUN ATHLETICS 

WORKSHOPS 

 
 

INTRODUCE TO FUN 
ATHLETICS 

 
 

PROVIDE 
SUPPORT  

STRUCTURES 
     

USE  
FUN ATHLETICS 

MANUAL 

 
 

COMPETE IN  
FUN ATHLETICS 
COMPETITIONS 

 
 

SUB JUNIOR ATHLETICS 
COMPETITIONS 

 
 
 

  

http://www.athletics.org.za/
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INTRODUCTION TO ATHLETICS – SASA PRIMARY SCHOOLS 
 
In the age group 11-13 years it is recommended that facilitators and participants focus on the 
development of general skills. During this phase the athlete must master the general skills of 
various events. Athletes in this age group are encouraged to participate in one sprint event, one 
jumping event, one throwing event and one distance running event otherwise known as a 
combined event. 
 
The manuals to develop the general skills of the various events can be downloaded from ASA 
website www.athletics.org.za under Coaches and choose the option Level 1 Coaching. 
 
The relationship between ASA and our Associate SASA is shown in the flow chart. Although ASA 
will develop all areas simultaneously, the black arrows will indicate where most of the 
development will take place. In this phase talented athletes are encouraged to enrol at Sport 
Focus High Schools 
 

 AGE GROUPS 
11-13 YEARS 

 

     

        DEVELOP 
GENERAL ATHLETICS SKILLS  

      

     

ASA  DEVELOPMENT 
17 PROVINCES 
102 REGIONS  

 
 

SASA  
PRIMARY  
SCHOOLS 
14000+ 

 
 

ASA  
CLUBS  
500+ 

     

COURSES IN COACHING, 
TECHNICAL, ADMIN 

 
 

DEVELOP  
GENERAL ATHLETICS  

SKILLS 

 
 

ASA PROVIDE 
SUPPORT  STRUCTURES 

 
     

SPECIALISED WORKSHOPS 
IN COACHING, 

TECHNICAL, ADMIN 

 
 

ORGANISE GENERAL 
ATHLETICS COMPETITIONS 

 
 

ORGANISE 
SUB JUNIOR ATHLETICS 

COMPETITIONS 
     

PROVIDE BASIC ATHLETICS 
MANUALS 

 
 

INTER PROVINCIAL SCHOOL 
COMPETITIONS 

 
 

INTER 
PROVINCIAL CLUB 

COMPETITIONS 

     

  
 

REFER TO SPORT FOCUS 
HIGH SCHOOLS 

 
 

 

 

http://www.athletics.org.za/
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DEVELOPING SPECIFIC SKILLS – SASA HIGH SCHOOLS 
 

The age group 14-16 years is a critical stage for ASA. It is during this stage that 
Talent Identification primarily takes place, and specifically at zone level. It is also the 
stage where athletes are introduced to clubs and/or event specific training. During 
this stage it is recommended that facilitators and participants focus on the 
development of specific skills. During this stage the athlete must master the specific 
skills of the events of choice. The manuals to develop the general skills of the 
various events can be downloaded from ASA website www.athletics.org.za under 
Coaches and choose the option Level 1 Coaching. 
 
The relationship between ASA and our Associate SASA is shown in the flow chart. At 
this stage all support structures must work in tangent to ensure that the athlete 
remains in athletics. Although ASA will develop all areas simultaneously, the black 
arrows will indicate where most of the development will take place. 
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14-16 YEARS 
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IDENTIFYING FUTURE CHAMPIONS 
SASA HIGH SCHOOLS; USSA; SANDF; SAPS; DCS 

 

The age group 17-23 years is the stage where the immediate environment and 
circumstances of the athlete changes most. This is the stage where external factors 
such as a new school, university, work, etc. will be a challenge to the athlete, and if 
not protected, the athlete will be lost for the sport.  
 
By now the athlete is clearly identified as a talented athlete. It is during this stage 
that scientific interventions, medical and psychological support, etc. should be 
provided to the talented athlete at centres of specialization.  
 
It is also the stage where athletes are exposed to international competitions where 
they have to represent South Africa. By now the talented athlete should be fully 
introduced to the club/academy support system.  
 
The manuals to develop the specific skills in a specific event can be downloaded 
from ASA website www.athletics.org.za under Coaches and choose the option 
Specific topics. 
 
At this stage all support structures must work in tangent to ensure that the athlete 
remains in athletics and improve on the position on the IAAF World Ranking lists.  
 

 
AGE GROUPS 
17-23 YEARS 

 

     

 
IDENTIFICATION OF POTENTIAL CHAMPIONS AND 

SELECTION ONTO ASA PREPARATION SQUADS 
 

     

ASA  EXCELLENCE 
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Inter Schools, Colleges, 

Universities, SANDF, SAPS 
Competitions 

 
Organise 
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Competitions 

     

Identify Potential 
Champions (16 – 19 years) 

 
SASA HS, USSA, SANDF, SAPS, 
DCS Champs (17 – 23 years) 

 
ASA Junior Champs 

(16 – 19 Years) 
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KEY ROLE PLAYERS IN EARLY TALENT IDENTIFICATION 
SASA HIGH SCHOOLS; USSA; SANDF; SAPS; DCS 

 
The process in the initial stages of talent identification does not operate in isolation 
or in silos. The following interactions take place to identify an athlete:  
 
1. The most successful way to identify athletes is host competitions for them to 

participate in  
2. Competitions are organized by Administrators and Officials.  
3. Coaches prepare athletes for competitions 
4. During competitions coaches act as talent scouts to identify talented athletes.  
5. Coaches improve the level of excellence of and athlete between competitions 

 
Although all areas of athletics need to be developed, for talent identification to be 
successful, coaches must be developed. The training of coaches is expensive and 
time consuming. Policymakers should consistently be encouraged to invest in the 
development of coaches. 
 

ADMIN  COACHING  TECHNICAL 
     

Training of administrators 
to form clubs that support 

athletes 

 
 

Training of coaches to 
identify athletes and how to 

develop their talent 

 
 

Training of officials to 
assist athletes, parents and 
coaches to be technically 

correct 
     

Training of administrators 
to organise Talent 

Identification Athletics 
meetings 

 
 

Training of coaches on how to 
prepare athletes to run at 

Talent Identification Athletics 
meetings 

 
 

Training of officials to 
officiate at Talent 

Identification Athletics 
meetings 

                                                                     
 A series of  Talent Identification Athletics Meetings are 

organised in all ASA Provinces where athletes can 
participate 

 

 
 The best athletes are identified and accommodated in ASA 

Preparation Squads and supported by provincial academies 
 

   

Athletes and their coaches are invited to 
training camps where they are briefed on 

ASA strategy for international competitions 

 Athletes are invited to life skills courses 
where they are prepared holistically to 

represent South Africa 
   

 NATIONAL EXCELLENCE DEPARTMENT  PREPARES PREPARATION 
SQUADS FOR NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIONS 
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COMPETITION STRUCTURE 
 

 
 
THE THREE CRITICAL BRIDGING PHASES OF 
TRANSFORMING TALENT INTO EXCELLENCE 
 
 
 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

TARGET GROUP 
 

15 - 23 YEARS 
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ASA ATHLETES TALENT IDENTIFICATION PROGRAMME 
WITH SASA OPERATIONG AS OFFICIAL FEEDER TO CAPACITATE ASA 

1ST PHASE OF TRANSFORMING TALENT INTO EXCELLENCE 
- SHORT TO MEDIUM TERM - 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Athletics, soccer netball, etc. is defined as a single code sport, while a cluster of different 
sport codes such as SASA and USSA is defined as a multi-code structures. 
  
The ASA Constitution defines Members as single code members of ASA as they focus on 
athletics only. Associates however become members of ASA with the understanding that only 
the athletics component of the multi-code associate with ASA.  
 
As a point of clarity ASA Members affiliated directly to ASA and ultimately to the IAAF. 
Associates are associate Members of ASA, but due to the nature of their association are also 
affiliated to multi-code structures.  
 
The ASA Associates SRSA, SASCOC, SASA, USSA, SANDF, SAPS, DCS, SAMA, and Disabled 
Athletics, has as primary function the development of athletics in South Africa.  
 

2. THE ROLE OF SASA 
 

The primary function of SASA is to have a specific focus on skills development at entry level 
up to junior level. SASA ensure that children are introduced to athletics at a young age. 

 
South African School Athletics (SASA), and to a lesser extend USSA serve as official feeders to 
the ASA Development Programme. The progression of the mentioned feeder process is 
explained below. 

 
Primary School Athletics is important to introduce the sport of athletics. High School Athletics 
however serves as the direct feeders to the ASA Talent Identification Programme and are 
therefore the 1st phase of transforming talent into excellence. 

 
For the short and medium term, to ensure that schools serve as feeder to clubs, and 
eventually the ASA Excellence Programme, in preparation for 2020, 2024, and beyond, High 
School Athletics should be prioritized.    

 
3. SASA COMPETITION PROGRAMME IN RELATION TO ASA COMPETITION PROGRAMME 
 

Athletes primarily enter the sport of athletics by participation at school competitions. ASA 
therefore recognize SASA as the official feeder of the ASA Athletics development and 
capacitating programme. In the local communities clusters of competitions take place, where 
athletics is introduced to the school community by means of dividing the school community 
into groups and allow the groups to compete against each other to determine the best group 
in the school. This is commonly referred to as inter-house competitions.  
 
At inter-house level already, cohesion among the local community is developed and pier 
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group pressure among individuals is reduced. To develop a sense of belonging, cohesion and 
to reduce pier group pressure among the local school community, an incentive system e.g. 
running for points for the team, is introduced. At this level of participation already, talented 
athletes, due to their natural talent, started to, instead of participating, compete against 
other athletes.  
  
Once the best athletes are identified at the inter-house competition, it is important that 
clusters of schools in local communities  should participate in a series of inter-school 
competitions, to allow for the raw talent of the athlete to develop to a level where the talent 
can be identified as accurately as possible at zone level by coaches and administrators. 

 
The first level of elimination (talent identification) in SASA competitions already takes place at 
zone level. In each zone there are clusters of school competitions in the same zone competing 
at the zone competition.  
 
The ASA competition structure is designed to have clubs at zone level to accommodate school 
athletes whom competed in SASA zone competitions, and want to excel in athletics.  
 
The ASA Provinces in 5 of the 9 political provinces are divided into clusters of districts which 
provide inter-district competitions at a regular basis.  

  

SASA ZONE 1 SASA ZONE 2 SASA ZONE 3  SASA ZONE 1 SASA ZONE 2 SASA ZONE 3 
      

SASA DISTRICTS  SASA DISTRICTS 
      

ASA INTER-DISTRICTS (2 to 3) 
ASA PROVINCES: ACNW; AGN; AGW; ANWN; 
ASWD; ATRA; AVT; BOLA; BORA; CGA; EPA; 

NWCA; WPA 

 

ASA PROVINCES AFS; AMPU; KZNA; LIMA 
CREATE INTER-DISTRICTS (2 to 3) 

TO ACCOMMODATE SASA ATHLETICS TEAMS 
FROM DISTRICTS  

 
      

SASA POLITICAL PROVINCE - ASA PROVINCES: 
ACNW + ANWN;  

AGN + CGA + AVT;  
AGW + NWCA;  

ASWD + BOLA + WPA;  
ATRA + BORA + EPA; 

 

SASA POLITICAL PROVINCE 
ASA PROVINCES: 

AFS;  
AMPU;  
KZNA;  
LIMA 

      

 ASA NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS  

 
4. ENTRY LEVEL ATHLETICS (INTER-HOUSE) 

 
4.1. Athletes primarily enter the sport of athletics by participation at school competitions.  

 
4.2. ASA therefore recognize SASA as the official feeder of the ASA Athletics development 

and capacitating programme.  
 

4.3. In the local communities potential athletes are introduced to the school community by 
means of dividing the school community into groups and allow the groups to compete 
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against each other to determine the best group in the school. This is commonly referred 
to as inter-house competitions.  

 
4.4. At inter-house level already, cohesion among the local community is developed and pier 

group pressure among individuals is reduced. To develop a sense of belonging, cohesion 
and to reduce pier group pressure among the local school community, an incentive 
system e.g. running for points for the team, is introduced. At this level of participation 
already, talented athletes, due to their natural talent, started to, instead of 
participating, compete against other athletes.  

 
5. CLUSTER COMPETITIONS (INTER-SCHOOL - 1ST LEVEL OF ORGANIZED ATHLETICS) 

 
5.1. Once the best athletes are identified at the inter-house competition, it is important that 

clusters of schools in local communities  should participate in a series of inter-school 
competitions, to allow for the raw talent of the athlete to develop to a level where the 
talent can be identified as accurately as possible at zone level by coaches and 
administrators.  

 
5.2. At these cluster competitions participating school teams participate in their domicile 

school clothing. 
 
6. ZONE COMPETITIONS (1ST LEVEL OF TALENT IDENTIFICATION) 

 
6.1. The 1st level of elimination (talent identification) already takes place at zone level. In 

each zone there are clusters of school team competitions in the same zone, progressing 
to the zone competition.  
 

6.2. At zone level the best school team from each cluster, as well as the best individual 
athletes from each cluster progress to the zone competition, to ensure that all talented 
athletes progress to the next level.  

 
6.3. Both the best school team and best individual athletes from the various clusters in the 

zone continue participating at the zone competition in the domicile school team 
clothing to develop cohesion among the local community, and to reduce pier group 
pressure.  

 
6.4. Both the best school team and best individual athletes from the various zones progress 

to the District competition.  
 

6.5. NB: At zone level of competition only some school teams, and some individual athletes, 
progress to the next level of competition.  
 

6.6. Athletes whom want to excel in athletics, irrespective if they qualify for the next round 
or nor, should be encourage to register at the nearest club where specialist coaching is 
on offer.  
 

6.7. Through the club, the athlete can progress directly to the inter-district competition 
without participating at the SASA District Competition.  
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6.8. The above is possible as participation at inter-district level is based on minimum 
qualifying standards, and not the position achieved in the zone competition, and the 
coach has more time to prepare the athlete for competition. 

 
6.9. The diagram illustrates how SASA serves primarily as feeder to ASA at zone level. 

 

 
 

7. DISTRICT COMPETITIONS (2ND LEVEL OF TALENT IDENTIFICATION) 
 

7.1. District competitions are organized by SASA to allow for athletes whom develop slower 
for various reasons, and provide another opportunity for athletes to qualify for the 
Inter-Districts Championships. 

 
7.2. The district competition is the 2nd level of elimination (talent identification). In each 

district there are zones of school team competitions in the same district, progressing to 
the district competition.  

 
7.3. Both the winning zone school team and individual athlete from each zone continue 

participating at the district competition in the domicile school team clothing to develop 
cohesion among the local community, and to reduce pier group pressure. 
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7.4. At district level the best school team from each district, as well as the best individual 
athletes from each district progress to the inter-district competition.  

 
8. INTER-DISTRICT OR INTER-WARD COMPETITIONS (1ST INTERACTION WITH CLUB ATHLETICS) 

 
8.1. The 3rd level of elimination (talent identification) takes place at inter-district level. In 

each inter-district there are 2 to 3 districts clustered together, or in the case of a 
metropole up to 8 wards.  

 
8.2. Note: In some cases an Inter-Districts Competition will consist of a metropole, in which 

case the participating teams will consist of the various wards in the metropole. 
  

8.3. Note: The Inter-District/Inter-Ward Championships are hosted jointly by the domicile 
ASA Province and domicile SASA Province in the borders of the domicile political 
province.  

 
8.4. At the Inter-District/Inter-Ward Championships, the best school team from each 

district/ward, as well as the best individual athletes from each district/ward progress to 
the SASA Provincial Championships. Both the school team and individual athlete 
continue participating at the Inter-District/Inter-Ward competition in the domicile 
school team clothing to develop cohesion among the local community, and to reduce 
pier group pressure. 

 
8.5. The primary function of inter-district/Inter-ward competitions is to identify athletes 

who develop faster than other athletes and expose them to specialist coaching in 
preparation for the ASA National Youth and Junior Championships.  

 
8.6. At the Inter-District/Inter-Ward Championships, the athlete has the choice to progress 

directly to the ASA Youth and Junior Championships (subject to pre-determined entry 
standards), or progress to the SASA Provincial Schools Championships.  

 
8.7. Note: athletes can only progress from an Inter-District/Inter-Ward competition 

directly to the ASA Youth and Junior Championships if the athlete is registered to a 
club in the ASA Province, and are entered by the domicile ASA Province.  

 
9. SASA POLITICAL PROVINCE CHAMPIONSHIPS 

 
9.1. The 4th level of elimination (talent identification) takes place at the SASA Political 

Province Championships. In each SASA Political Province Championships, 2 to 3 districts 
clustered together, or in the case of provinces with metropoles’ located in the political 
province, the SASA Political Province Championships will consist of a combination of 
clusters and metropoles’ in the political province.  

 
9.2. At the SASA Political Province Championships, the best school team from each SASA 

Political Province Championships, as well as the best individual athletes from each SASA 
Political Province Championships will progress to the SASA National Championships.  

 
Both the school team and individual athlete continue participating at the SASA Political 
Province Championships in the domicile school team clothing to develop cohesion 
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among the local community, and to reduce pier group pressure. 
 
10. SASA NATIONAL SCHOOLS CHAMPIONSHIPS 

 
10.1. The 5th level of elimination (talent identification) takes place at the SASA National 

Schools Championships. In each SASA Political Province Championships, the SASA 
Political Province Team will consist of a combination of clusters and metropoles’ in the 
political province.  

 
10.2. At the SASA Political Province Championships, the best school team from each SASA 

Political Province Championships, as well as the best individual athletes from each SASA 
Political Province Championships will progress to the SASA National Championships. 
Both the school team and individual athlete continue participating at the SASA Political 
Province Championships in the domicile school team clothing to develop cohesion 
among the local community, and to reduce pier group pressure. 

 
10.3. For athletes to progress to the final event of the season, the ASA National Youth and 

Junior Championships, the athletes’ needs to obtain a license from the domicile 
athletics club and entered by the domicile ASA Province. 

 
11. ASA NATIONAL YOUTH AND JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIPS 

 
11.1. The ASA National Youth and Junior Championships is final event of the South African 

domestic athletics season for youth and junior athletes. 
 

11.2.  The primary function of the ASA National Youth and Junior Championships is to 
determine the national champions of the relevant year. 

 
11.3. The secondary function of the ASA National Youth and Junior Championships is to 

identify youth and junior athletes to represent South Africa at international youth and 
junior events. 

 
11.4. For athletes to participate at the ASA National Youth and Junior Championships, the 

athlete must be in possession of an ASA License, and must be entered by the ASA 
Domicile Province the athlete is located in. 
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PATHWAY FOR SPORTS FOCUS SCHOOLS AS OFFICIAL FEEDERS OF  
ASA EXCELLENCE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME  

2ND PHASE OF TRANSFORMING TALENT INTO EXCELLENCE 
 

-SHORT TO MEDIUM TERM- 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The primary function of SASA is to have a specific focus on skills development at entry level 
(Primary Schools) up to junior level (High Schools). SASA ensure that children are introduced 
to athletics at a young age, and to ensure that schools serve as feeder to clubs, and eventually 
the ASA Excellence Programme.  
 
With the above as departure point, the 2nd critical phase of transforming talent into 
excellence, it is important to use as departure point the “South African Sports Academies 
Strategic Framework And Policy Guidelines” with specific reference to Sport Focus Schools. 
Sport Focus schools are seen as an integral part of the sport development system, especially 
as a feeder to mainstream club structures. It is therefore, critical that Sport Focus High 
Schools are identified and included as part of the Academy system to mainly act as a talent 
feeder to the District and the Province. The responsibilities of Sport Focus Schools are: 
 

1.1. Scout and recruit talented athletes in 
consultation with Provincial Federations and 
ensure they are registered on the District 
Academy/Provincial system/ database; 

1.2. Accept athletes that have been scouted by 
national/provincial federations e.g. athletes 
listed on the ASA Youth and Junior Top 10 
Ranking Lists in school sport championships 
and community sport 

1.3. Ensure talented athletes, e.g. athletes listed 
on the ASA Youth and Junior Top 10 Ranking 
Lists, in their geographical location are 
offered bursaries to study at the Sport 
School; 

1.4. Ensure talented athletes e.g. athletes listed 
on the ASA Youth and Junior Top 10 Ranking 
Lists are afforded opportunities to compete 
for the District and Province; 

1.5. Ensure that the athlete support is as agreed 
upon in the SRSA-Sport Focus School MOU. 

1.6. Ensure each talented athlete e.g. athletes 
listed on the ASA Youth and Junior Top 10 
Ranking Lists, has a development pathway in 
line with ASA’s Long Term Participant 
Development Plan (Road To Fame). 
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PATHWAY FOR ASSOCIATES USSA; SANDF; SAPS, DCS AS OFFICIAL 
FEEDERS OF ASA EXCELLENCE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME  

3RD PHASE OF TRANSFORMING TALENT INTO EXCELLENCE 
-SHORT TO MEDIUM TERM- 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The primary function of USSA, SANDF, SAPS AND DCS Clubs are to have a specific focus on the 
excellence development of talented junior and senior athletes in the age groups 19 – 23 years 
old. This is the 3rd critical phase of transforming talent into excellence. 
 
For the short and medium term, the mentioned Associate Clubs must ensure that they serve 
as feeders of athletes listed from the ASA Junior and Senior Top 10 Ranking List to the IAAF 
World Top 30 Junior and Senior World Ranking Lists, and in doing so contribute to the ASA 
Excellence Programme, in preparation for 2020, 2024, and beyond.    
 
In this regard it is important to use as departure point the “South African Sports Academies 
Strategic Framework And Policy Guidelines” with specific reference to “Services to be 
rendered by Academies”. USSA; SANDF; SAPS, DCS are seen as an integral part of the network 
of academies especially as a feeder to mainstream club structures.  
 
The pathway of USSA; SANDF; 
SAPS, DCS as Academies and or 
mainstream athletics clubs are: 
 
1.1. Living expenses (transport to 

training sessions, meals) 
1.2. Assessment in career path 
1.3. Coaching 
1.4. Medical assessments, 

screening and interventions 
1.5. Scientific support and 

interventions 
1.6. Psychological assessments 

and interventions 
1.7. Technological support and 

interventions 
1.8. Life skills and career 

counselling and guidance 
1.9. Information services 
1.10. Education and Training 
1.11. International exposure 

(training camps, 
competitions, exchange 
programmes) 

1.12. Talent identification, 
development and nurturing  
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ROAD TO FAME 
 

The flowchart indicates all the options where an athlete can participate in athletics. SASA, USSA, 
SANDF and SAPS are called Associates and assist in the development of the athlete.  
 
The solid interlinking lines in the diagram below indicate the route the athlete must follow to be 
on the “Road to Fame”.   
 
Participation in ASA competitions ensure that the athlete can qualify as Youth/Junior Athlete for 
the IAAF World Junior Championships; and as senior athlete for the IAAF World Championships 
and ultimately for the Olympic Games.  
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THE PATHWAY OF ASA COMMISSIONS CREATING OPPORTUNITIES  
 

The primary function of the Track and Field, Road Running and Off-Road Running Commissions is 
to provide quality competitions for athletes whom want to participate recreationally, as well as for 

athletes whom want to excel in their level of excellence. Refer to table and diagram below 
 

PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES SECONDARY RESPONSIBILITIES 
1. Maintain a fixtures list in 

collaboration with Provinces 
and clubs;  

2. Maintain competition rules 
and regulations in 
collaboration with the 
Administrators and Technical 
Committee  

3. Maintain ASA Competition Records;  
4. Compile results of competitions,  
5. Compile Top 10 Ranking Lists;  
6. Provide statistics to Excellence Department;  
7. Provide to Excellence Department Team Managers that 

are specialists in organizing competitions, and are 
specialists in ASA/IAAF Rules and Regulations including the 
appeal process, and call room procedures  
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THE PATHWAY OF ASA EXCELLENCE DEPT. IMPROVING PERFORMANCES  
 

The primary function of the Excellence Department is to synchronize the activities of the Track and 
Field, Road Running and Off-Road Running Commissions with the needs of the Selectors 
Committee; Coaches Committee; Medical and Scientific Committee Refer to table and diagram 
below. 

 

PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES SECONDARY RESPONSIBILITIES 
1. Obtain stats from T&F; RR and CC 

Commissions to identify talented 
athletes 

2. To brief talented athletes and coaches 
and guide them of competitions 
available  

3. To brief athletes and coaches what 
objectives to achieve 

4. Advise Competition Organizers to 
create competition opportunity for 
talented athlete  

5. To select athletes to represent South 
Africa internationally 

6. To link athletes and coaches with medical and 
scientific centres 

7. To provide Coaches to serve on Team 
Managements  

8. To brief coaches to act as facilitators between 
Team Managers, medical team and athletes 

9. To address athlete’s medical and scientific needs 
10. To link athletes with Athlete Representatives 

(AR) to address financial  and social needs 
11. To align athletes and athlete/AR with ASA 

objectives   
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THE PATHWAY FROM DEVELOPMENT TO EXCELLENCE 
 

DEVELOPMENT 
Athletes generally enter the sport at associate 
events such as school or university competitions. 
School or university competitions serve as feeder 
to clubs where the athlete obtain a license, and 
participate in regular club competitions to develop 
the skills of the athlete under the supervision of a 
coach.  
 
As the athlete develops his/her skills the athlete 
will participate at the provincial championships to 
qualify for the ASA National Championships. 
Ideally the talented development athlete, typically 
an athlete ranked on the ASA Top 10 youth, junior 
or senior Ranking lists, will be introduced to 
provincial centres of excellence/academies, to 
prepare the athlete for the ASA National 
Championships. 
 
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS 
The National Championships serve as a natural 
separation between the development phase and 
the excellence phase. At the National 
Championships the athlete demonstrates his/her 
capacity to win. It is commonly referred to as big-
match-temperament.  

 

 
EXCELLENCE PROGRAMME 
In the weeks prior or during the ASA National Championships, the athlete will excel to be ranked 
on the IAAF World Youth, Junior or Senior Ranking lists. During this time the athlete will be 
selected to represent South Africa. The athlete will now as part of the excellence programme 
obtain the services of an Athlete Representative to attend to the personal needs of the athlete, 
and may change to a more advanced personal coach with a smaller group of athletes, to develop 
the personal skills of the athlete. During this time the athlete will be exposed to the Operation 
Excellence Programme in preparation for the next Olympic Games. 
 
INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIONS 
Finally once the athletes completed the development programme and are ranked on the IAAF 
Ranking lists, the athlete will be exposed to international competitions where the athletes will be 
challenged by talented athletes from other countries.  
 

The Operation Excellence Programme will prepare and support the athlete to cope with the 
exposure and challenges of international competitions. This international exposure, with the 

support of the Operation Excellence Programme and the triangular relationship between athlete, 
Coach and Athlete Representative will prepare the athlete to achieve success at the Olympic 

Games.
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THE PATHWAY OF THE ASA CENTRES OF SPECIALIZATION 

 
The primary function of the ASA Centres of Specialization is to synchronize the activities of the 
athlete, the coach and the medical & scientific centres/academies. The table and diagram below 
illustrates how the ASA Centres of Specialization operate in relation to other services in athletics. 

 
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES SECONDARY RESPONSIBILITIES 

1. To ensure that athletes are at peak 
form at pre-determent competitions 

2. To ensure that the athlete is 
medically healthy at all times 

3. To ensure that any injury risk is 
avoided, and where athletes are 
injuries, to rehabilitate the athlete 

4. To ensure that the athlete follow the 
correct diet 

5. To ensure that the athlete is not 
taking in any illegal substance to 
enhance performance     

6. To create and maintain a network of good coaches 
7. To create and maintain a network of doctors, 

specialists, therapists, psychologists, dieticians, etc. 
8. The create a network of hospitals, and scientific 

centres 
9. To create a network of schools and tertiary 

institutions were athletes can be educated 
10. To create a network of centres where life skills can 

be developed. 
11. To create a network of Athlete Representatives 

that manage the individual needs of the athlete 
12. To create a network of legal advisors that protect 

the rights of the athlete 
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THE PATHWAY OF TEAM MANAGEMENT  
 

The Team Management consists of Administrators, Technical Officials, Coaches, Doctor, Physio, 
and Media & Marketing Liaison Officer. Collectively, Team Management of a team operates 
differently to the Manager of an Individual Athlete.  
 
The Team Management must be sure that the vast network that is required to run the operation is 
working well together and organized correctly. The portfolios required in a Team Management as 
well as the duties of each portfolio is available on the ASA website www.athletics.org.za by clicking 
on the icon “Administration” and select Managing an Athletics team from the dropdown list. 
 
As the team is performance driven, the Team Management is responsible for smoothing out any 
conflicts between the members of the team and overseeing the inner workings of the Team 
Members. This involves working as intermediary between the Individual Team Managers, the 
athletes, the personal coaches and/or Athlete Representatives of athletes, the Medical Team and 
the Organizers of the Championships, as well as to working with the marketing division to give the 
team a good public image, and keeping the right balance of within the Team  
 
The individual members of team management must have a good business sense and the ability to 
communicate and negotiate in serious discussions about big issues. They must understand the 
importance of performance management and have a good understanding of the Rules and 
regulations of both the competition and Federation Rules and Regulations. 
 
To become a member of a National Team Management, the member must have gained 
experience by serving on the management of Provincial teams at an ASA National Championships. 
Ideally the Management should be an ASA Level 3 Technical Official and the Team Coach an ASA 
level 3 Coach. The medical teams should have served at least as part of a medical team of a 
Provincial Team to the ASA National Championships. The Team Leader will be nominated by the 
ASA Board to ensure that the team share the vision of the ASA Board.  
 
Ideally, there should be at any given time two team managements operating at provincial and 
national level. One team should be skilled in working with senior athletes, while another team 
should be skilled in working with youth and junior athletes. 
 
Both Team Managements (junior and senior) 
should be familiar with the operations of the 
Centres of Excellence and the ASA Office to 
ensure continuation in the presentation of 
the athlete. 
 
For more information on team 
managements, please refer to 
http://www.athletics.org.za/administration 
and select “Managing and athletics team” 

 

DEVELOPMENT OF PRACTICAL AND THEORETICAL SKILLS OF COACHES 

http://www.athletics.org.za/administration
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OFFICIALS AND ADMINISTRATORS 
 

Although ASA will develop all areas simultaneously, the black arrows will indicate where the 
primary focus should be in preparation for 2020 and beyond.  
 
Note:  
1. At each level of education a certificate will be issued to attendees. 
2. ASA Level 1 – As recognition club or school colours should be awarded at this level 
3. ASA Level 2– As recognition ASA Provincial colours should be awarded at this level  
4. ASA Level 3 – As recognition ASA National colours should be awarded at this level 
 

 ASA TRAINING AND 
CERTIFICATION SYSTEM 

 

                                                                                  
ADMIN  COACHING  IAAF  TECHNICAL 
       

Introduction to 
Administration 

 Introduction to 
Coaching 

 None  Introduction to 
Officiating 

       

Club / School 
ASA Level 1  

Administration 

 Club / School 
ASA Level 1  

Coaching 

 None  Club / School 
ASA Level 1  
Officiating 

       

Provincial  
ASA Level 2 

Administration 

 Provincial 
ASA Level 2 

Coaching 

 Level 1   Provincial  
ASA Level 2 
Officiating 

       

National  
ASA Level 3 

Administration 

 National  
ASA Level 3 

Coaching 

 Level 2  National  
ASA Level 3 
Officiating 

       

International 
Administration 

 International  
Coaching 

 Level 3   International 
Officiating 

                                                                                   

 TRAINING OF COACHES, TECHNICAL OFFICIALS AND ADMINISTRATORS TO 
ENSURE QUALITY SUPPORT TO THE IDENTIFIED ATHLETE AND THE SPORT 
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ASA YOUTH AND JUNIOR PREPARATION SQUADS STRUCTURE 
 

By insuring that the support structures are well developed at provincial and national level, ASA is 
investing in the possibility that these athletes will become world champions in future.  
 

 ASA PROVINCIAL PREPARATION SQUADS 
 (20 male and 20 female) x 17 ASA Provinces 

SOURCE - ASA TOP 10 RANKING LIST 

 

 
PROVINCES 

IDENTIFY MEDAL PROSPECTS FOR ASA YOUTH AND JUNIOR CHAMPS 
Primary source to identify athletes: 

SASA High School Championships Medallists 
 ASA Top 10 Youth & Junior Ranking list 

900 points on the ASA Scoring Table 
Target age group 15 to 19 years 

 
 PROVINCES BECOME FEEDERS BY PERFORMING AT 

ASA NATIONAL YOUTH AND JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Provinces win medals 

Medal winners (10 male and 10 female) x 17 ASA Provinces 
Ranked on IAAF Top 50 Youth and Junior Ranking Lists 

 

 
 BASED ON ACHIEVEMENTS OF PROVINCIAL ATHLETES 

ASA IDENTIFY YOUTH AND JUNIOR PREPARATION SQUADS 
20 male and 20 female youth squad 
20 male and 20 female junior squad 

Ranked on IAAF Top 20 Youth and Junior Ranking Lists 

 

 
 SUPPORT FOR PREPARATION. SQUADS 

Athletes receive sponsorship that consist of: 
1. Competition opportunities at ASA Elite competitions 
2. Competition opportunities at International Competitions 
3. Travel and accommodation support to elite competitions 
4. Personal sponsorships for athletes 
5. Medical support 
6. Scientific testing 

 

 
 ASA WIN MEDALS AT: 

CAA SR Youth and Junior Championships – 50 plus 
CAA Youth and Junior Championships – 30 plus 
IAAF Youth and Junior Championships – 15 plus 
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ASA SENIOR PREPARATION SQUADS STRUCTURE 
 
By insuring that the support structures are well developed at provincial and national level, ASA is 
investing in the possibility that these athletes will become world champions in future.  
 

 ASA PROVINCIAL PREPARATION SQUADS 
 (20 male and 20 female) x 17 ASA Provinces 

SOURCE - ASA TOP 10 RANKING LIST 

 

 
PROVINCES 

IDENTIFY MEDAL PROSPECTS FOR ASA SENIOR CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Primary source to identify athletes: 

SASA High School Championships Medallists 
 ASA Top 10 Senior Ranking list 

IAAF Senior Ranking list 
Target age group 19 – 23 

 
 PROVINCES BECOME FEEDERS BY PERFORMING AT 

ASA NATIONAL SENIOR CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Provinces win medals 

Medal winners (10 male and 10 female) x 17 ASA Provinces 
Ranked on IAAF Senior Ranking Lists 

 

 
 BASED ON ACHIEVEMENTS OF PROVINCIAL ATHLETES 

ASA IDENTIFY SENIOR PREPARATION SQUADS 
20 male and 20 female senior squad 

Ranked on IAAF Top 100 Senior Ranking list or ASA Top 10 Ranking list 

 

 
 SUPPORT FOR PREPARATION. SQUADS 

Athletes receive sponsorship that consist of: 
7. Competition opportunities at ASA Elite competitions 
8. Competition opportunities at International Competitions 
9. Travel and accommodation support to elite competitions 
10. Personal sponsorships for athletes 
11. Medical support 
12. Scientific testing 

 

 
 ASA WIN MEDALS AT: 

CAA SR Senior Championships – 50 plus 
CAA Senior Championships – 30 plus 
IAAF Senior Championships – 15 plus 
Olympic Games  - 10 plus 
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PATHWAY - SRSA/SASCOC CENTRES OF EXCELLENCE 
PROVINCIAL ACADEMIES FOR SPORT (PAS) & OPERATION EXCELLENCE PROGRAMME (OPEX) 

 
CLUB & SCHOOL COMPETITIONS 
Clubs and schools host inter-club and inter-school 
competitions to identify talented athletes. 
 
DISTRICT ACADEMY 
District Academy identifies talented athletes and 
presents them to Provincial Academies for support. 
 
ASA PROVINCES CHAMPIONSHIPS 
ASA Provinces host provincial championships to assist 
athletes to be ranked on ASA Youth, Junior and Senior 
Top 10 Ranking list and IAAF World Top 100 Youth, 
Junior and Senior Ranking Lists. The ASA Provincial 
Excellence Department refer ASA and IAAF ranked 
athletes to Provincial Academies. 
 
PROVINCIAL ACADEMY  
Provincial academies serve as centres of specialization to 
assist youth, junior and senior athletes to be ranked on 
the IAAF World Youth, Junior and Senior Top 100 
Ranking lists. This assistance is also extended to the 
athlete’s personal coach. 
 
ASA NAT. CHAMPS AND ELITE COMPETITIONS 
ASA Youth, Junior and Senior Championships and elite 
competitions assist athletes to be ranked on IAAF World 
Youth, Junior and Senior Top 30 Ranking lists.  

 

 
ASA Excellence Department select and prepare athletes ranked on the IAAF World Ranking list for 
CAASR 5, CAA African Championships and IAAF World Championships. Athletes with the potential 
to qualify for the next Olympic Games are referred to the SASCOC Solidarity Support Programme. 
The SASCOC Solidarity Support Programme consists of limited support that will cover the basic 
needs for both the athlete and coach. 
 
SASCOC OLYMPIC SOLIDARITY & SPECIAL SUPPORT PROGRAMME 
Athletes who have won medals at the IAAF World Senior Championships, or are ranked on the 
IAAF World Top 10 Ranking List, are referred to the SASCOC Olympic Solidarity Programme and 
Special Support Programme. This assistance is also extended to the athlete’s personal coach. The 
SASCOC Special Support Programme consists of limited support that will cover the basic needs for 
both the athlete and coach. 
 
SASCOC OPEX PROGRAMME 
Athletes who have won medals at the Olympic Games qualify for the SASCOC Operational 
Excellence Support Programme. This assistance is also extended to the athlete’s personal coach. 
The OPEX Programme consists of comprehensive support for both the athlete and coach. 
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ASA DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY - PROGRAMME OF ACTION 
 
With a better understanding of the inner-workings and interactions, the following focus areas are 
recommended to develop athletics for the 2 – 6 years.   
 
1. THE ATHLETICS CULTURE 

 
1.1. Embark on a drive from new clubs in townships; and to breathe a new lease of life into 

existing clubs, and to ensure that they grow from strength to strength. Refer to 
http://athletics.org.za/ and select administration to obtain information how to improve 
club administration. 
 

1.2. Facilitate a closer working relationship between schools and provincial federations by 
incorporating them at club and provincial executive structures. This will ensure that 
while athletics education in school is being debated at political forums, school athletics 
is integrated with club athletics in one way or the other, if no other reason, for 
standardising procedures and methods. Refer to http://athletics.org.za/ and refer to 
“Athletics Clubs”. 

 
1.3. Facilitate a closer working relationship between the provinces and Coaches / Technical 

Officials, by incorporating them at club and provincial executive structures. This will 
ensure that while the training of Coaches and Technical Officials in clubs and provinces 
is being refined, clubs and provinces can monitor and report on the number of Coaches 
and Technical Officials active in the club or province. Refer to http://athletics.org.za/ 
and refer to “ASA Elite”. 

 
1.4. Facilitate a closer relationship between the talented athletes, their personal coaches, 

and sport focus schools and academies in the province. Refer to http://athletics.org.za/ 
and refer to “Centres of Excellence”. 

 
1.5. Convince Associate Members USSA, SANDF, SAPS, DCS to become academy based clubs 

to facilitate transformation of talented athletes to excellent athletes. Refer to 
http://athletics.org.za/ and refer to “Centres of Excellence”. 

 
1.6. Form women’s committees in order to increase the women’s voice in athletics and 

eradicate all forms of gender discrimination, at all levels of sport. 
 

1.7. Make regular media releases aimed at informing and educating the public about the 
sport, and development progress. Refer to http://athletics.org.za/ and refer to “Latest 
news media”. 

 
1.8. Interact and budget with the provincial and district sport and recreation departments to 

provide infrastructural and financial support 
 
2. ATHLETICS FEDERATION  ADMINISTRATION AND ACTIVITIES 

 
2.1. Establishing, co-ordinating, and maintaining, permanent structures to perform certain 

vital functions including; 

http://athletics.org.za/
http://athletics.org.za/
http://athletics.org.za/
http://athletics.org.za/
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2.1.1. Maintain a provincial office to service members. Refer to http://athletics.org.za/ 

and refer to “Contact us”. 
2.1.2. Improve general administration and co-ordination. Refer to 

http://athletics.org.za/ and refer to “Administration”. 
2.1.3. Improve acquisition and maintenance of facilities and equipment. Refer to 

http://athletics.org.za/ and refer to “Facilities”. 
2.1.4. Maintain provincial and national athletics records and statistics of competition 

results. Refer to http://athletics.org.za/ and refer to “Statistics” and select 
Records. 

2.1.5. Improve communications – provincial, national, international, with the media. 
Refer to http://athletics.org.za/ and refer to “Latest news - media”. 

2.1.6. Improve relations with provincial, national and international bodies Refer to 
http://athletics.org.za/ and refer to “Latest news - Members”. 

2.1.7. Organisation and control of a competition programme. Refer to 
http://athletics.org.za/ and refer to “Fixtures”. 

2.1.8. Training and co-ordination of officials. Refer to http://athletics.org.za/ and refer 
to “Technical Officials”. 

2.1.9. Training and co-ordination of coaches. Refer to http://athletics.org.za/ and refer 
to “Coaches”. 

2.1.10. Marketing of the sport. Refer to http://athletics.org.za/ and refer to 
“Administration” and select “Strategic Planning in Athletics”. 

2.1.11. Planning and control of budget and finance. Refer to http://athletics.org.za/ and 
refer to “Administration” and select “Strategic Planning in Athletics”. 

2.1.12. Sign MOU’s with Associate Members e.g. USSA, SASA, to serve as 
feeders/academies 

2.1.13. Sign MOU’s with Associate Members e.g. SAPS, SANDF and DCS to provide 
facilities for development projects and serve as academies 

2.1.14. Sign MOU’s with Sport and Recreation and Dept. Education to assist with feeder 
programmes 
 

2.2. Form provincial development committees and local (e.g. township) athletics 
administrative structures that introduce talented athletes to clubs, sport focus schools 
and academies. 
 

2.3. Run basic administrative courses e.g. how to form a club; raise funds for an event; 
organise an event, etc. Refer to http://athletics.org.za/ and refer to “Administration” 
and select “Management – The Basic running of an athletics federation”. 
 

2.4. Encourage and assist provincial federations to design their own development 
programmes based on this plan. Refer to http://athletics.org.za/ and refer to 
“Administration” and select “Strategic Planning in Athletics”. 
 

2.5. Interact and budget with the provincial and district sport and recreation departments to 
provide office space to reduce overhead expenses. 

 
3. FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 

 

http://athletics.org.za/
http://athletics.org.za/
http://athletics.org.za/
http://athletics.org.za/
http://athletics.org.za/
http://athletics.org.za/
http://athletics.org.za/
http://athletics.org.za/
http://athletics.org.za/
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3.1. Research and document the facilities and equipment situation in provinces. Refer to 
http://athletics.org.za/ and refer to “Facilities”. 
 

3.2. Provide standards for the construction of track and stadia. Refer to 
http://athletics.org.za/ and refer to “Facilities”. 
 

3.3. Provide standards for the lay-out of a Road Running Route. Refer to 
http://athletics.org.za/ and refer to “Facilities”. Also refer to http://athletics.org.za/ and 
refer to “Downloads” and select under rules “Competition Rules” and refer to the 
chapter on Road Running. 
 

3.4. Provide standards for the lay-out of an Off-Road Routes. Refer to 
http://athletics.org.za/ and refer to “Downloads” and select under rules “Competition 
Rules” and refer to the chapter on Off-Road Running. 
 

3.5. Provide instructional information for the construction, use and maintenance of basic 
training and competition equipment. 
 

3.6. Make a representation to the government regarding tax concessions e.g. vat payable, 
on all financial transaction emanating from development funds, and tax incentives, e.g. 
subsidies, for development sponsors. 
3.6.1. Provide local governments with list of facilities and equipment needed for each 

community.  
 
4. COMPETITION OPPORTUNITIES 

 
4.1. Encourage policy for even distribution of athletics events in all areas in every province. 

Refer to http://athletics.org.za/ and refer to “Fixtures”. 
 

4.2. Produce a calendar, by province, of grassroots development races and meets to cover 
areas which are currently starved of competition opportunities 
 

4.3. Interact and budget with the local and district  sport and recreation departments to 
provide infrastructural and financial support to host competitions 
 

5. COACHES AND TECHNICAL OFFICIALS 
 
5.1. Facilitate the formation of unified local, provincial and national coaches and officials 

structures. Refer to http://athletics.org.za/ and refer to “ASA Elite”. 
 

5.2. Develop standard curricula for the education and certification of coaches and officials. 
Refer to http://athletics.org.za/ and refer to “Coaches” and “Technical Officials”. 
 

5.3. Develop a standard criteria for talented athletes and their personal coaches to interact 
with Associates, sport focus schools and academies 
 

5.4. Distribute technical literature and audio-visual material for coaches and officials. 
 

http://athletics.org.za/
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5.5. Negotiate with SASA and USSA institutions to train coaches and Technical Officials. 
Refer to http://athletics.org.za/ and refer to “Coaches” and “Technical Officials”. 

 
6. EXCELLENCE, SCIENTIFIC AND MEDICAL SUPPORT 

 
6.1. Appoint a panel of Elite Coaches to identify talented athletes. Refer to 

http://athletics.org.za/ and refer to “Statistics” and select “Top 10 Ranking Lists”. 
 

6.2. Panel of Elite Coaches assist other Coaches in preparing athletes for ASA National 
Championships. 
 

6.3. Panel of elite Coaches assist other Coaches in obtaining support from the nearest 
Centre Of Excellence/Academy and sport focus schools. Refer to http://athletics.org.za/ 
and refer to “Excellence Centres” and select the closest centre to the athlete. 
 

6.4. Develop a programme on doping. Refer to http://athletics.org.za/ and refer to “Links” 
and open “SA Institute for Drug free Sport”. 

 
6.5. Organise and implement an anti-doping campaign. 
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7. REFERENCES: 
 
7.1. IAAF Time for Change 
7.2. IAAF Strategy for the Worldwide Development of Athletics 
7.3. South African Constitution (Bill of Rights)  
7.4. SASCOC SA Sport for Life Long Term-Participant Development 
7.5. SRSA National Sports Plan  
7.6. DBE SA Schools Act  
7.7. ASA Constitution 
7.8. ASA Strategic Plan 
7.9. ASA Rules and Regulations 
7.10. ASA Development and Transformation Plan - 1998 version 
7.11. ASA Selection Policy 
7.12. ASA Selection Criteria 

 
 


